
 

The friendship between Robert and Vera Hüsken reflected by Robert  
 
I Robert Puliwa in Malawi in the foot of Mulanje Lihkubula southern part of Malawi, a Local tour guide 
since childhood as a day living strategy to have necessities for a living and born in a poor family lacking 
school fees to pursue my studies but never the less I struggled to meet my goals, on a sudden note I 
may say it was a dream come true when I hiked with the Vera family it was a good and awesome hike 
we had to recall that was 2002,i was given an opportunity to emphasize my background and my day 
living including my goals to sustain a living.  

The background was more like so touching and they got interest to be part of my family to sacrifice in 
everything regarding my education and wellbeing as I disclosed that all I wanted most was to study 
and be self-reliant and they promised to work tirelessly to meet my goes.  

The journey of my studies started and I promised to work hard and give them good reports, I did as I 
promised them as I worked tirelessly and my secondary level was awesome and perfect as I scooped 
well during my secondary leaving certificate with good grades, the Vera and Markus his husband they 
were more than happy according to my performance.  

I was then enrolled to a tertiary school and ventured into the motor vehicle mechanics department I 
never stopped from there for I worked much till I finished my course on a 3year studies.  

I informed my family the Vera family how it went well, I then brought a plea about setting up my 
workshop for access to the ones lacking as well to have privileged to learn from my program despite a 
business sector my issue was granted hence they had trust on me from the scratch and I was helped 
with an income to purchase The tool box for my workshop, and set up and frankly speaking it was and 
it is more working for some privileged have been helped from this innovation program.  

Growing up I proposed my fiancé and she accepted my proposal and it all went well, having a family 
aside I disclosed about my issue and they did not disregard my issue addition they wished me well, we 
were blessed with a bouncing baby boy and named him Hueskin as a remembrance for what the Vera 
family has been doing to me all along to me and informed them, it was a privileged and with wishing 
me well and success to my kid.  

Living a good life with my wife on sudden awful time my wife she was sick and rushed her to the 
hospital after the diagnostic tests she had a tumour problem and the doctors tried all they could but 
unfortunately my wife passed away, it wasn't a good thing for as I informed my parents (Vera’s family) 
about the sad news but it was a heart felt but I was told to be strong and surrender everything to God.  

By that time Hueskin was at a tender age but I took all responsibilities of taking care of my son.  

He enrolled to a primary school and I informed my family the Vera family about his studies and they 
promised about his studies about his school they worked tirelessly, and helped him about his all 
wellbeing.  

The primary school he enrolled was Nsanjama private primary school, till he finished his primary school 
a 7years primary level, I guess or I might say he is really working hard and now his on a secondary level 
at a secondary school all this from the help from my family the Vera family.  

As a father I had to take charge to visit him frequently and see how his progressing and I thought it 
wise to encourage my son to study hard and giving him strength for my background wasn't easy at all 
how my life but I was helped with the family since 2002 up to date helping me, it is never been easy  



and he copied that in mind and it gave him courage as frankly speaking he works tirelessly, a certain 
day he said dad I have something to say about how things are going at school and he disclosed how his 
classmates and other students struggling in terms of school fees and other necessities regarding 
school, he humbled asked if I can pay a visit and see what he said, I was heart felt when I observed the 
current situation at the students i didn't stop from there I had to meet the administration and check 
how the current status of the kids and what they lack.  

We sat on the table with the management talk about the current status and all in all was grabbing 
information but not meaning to say I had privilege to assist but to fulfil Hueskin's 'proposal meeting 
the students.  

Finally it's never been an easy road but much more importantly I respect the Vera family and much 
effort on what they are currently doing and most of all it could have been me and my child but, they 
did not neglect my issue, thumbs up and much respect to my beautiful family the Vera and entire 
German family working tirelessly to make all this work out.  

God bless you all abundantly...  

The entire management of Mount view secondary school send regards warm regards.  

Kind regards  

Robert and Hueskin 


